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TwinAisleFeeders 

 

A321 3+3  : is it cornered by H21QR 1+3+1 ? 
 

A rebuttal to Airbus’ claim : 236 240 seats in A321 NEO ? 
 
 

Observers are asking “what’s making John Leahy run ?” : he made an appearance at ILA Berlin’14 on 

Tuesday, May 20th to announce that Airbus consider resetting the exit limit (EL) of the A321 to 240 

pax, shifting the EL bookmark another 4 seats to rhs, from the previous  controversial  236 pax : 
 

     Airbus’ (Suzana Hrnkova’s) utopia : A321 NEO @ 28” superslim 3+3 + SpaceFlex = 236 pax + 4 more pax ?  

 
TwinAisleFeeders already elaborated upon Airbus’ previous intent to extend the A321 EL, from 220 

to 236 pax … we concluded : LCCs have nothing to gain doing this kind of acrobatics : H21QR is the 

better choice in any event. Was Leahy misled by Suzana Hrnkova to believe Airbus’ bestseller feeder 

can tackle being cornered by twin aisle H21QR 1+3+1, simply by adding four more seats ? No way ! 
 

For John’s benefit, we’ll prove our point by the numbers : there is no discussion, the economics of 

the twin aisle quick rotation H21QR are superior to those of the classic single aisle A321 … and when 

we refer to “economics” we mean this : of the two feeders, H21QR is the CASK and Yield challenger ! 

 

MATHEMATICAL PROOF 

 

TwinAisleFeeders’ retaliation : the greater pax-appeal of H21QR NEO @ 28” 1+3+1 = 199 pax 

 

To go about our proof, we need to set the specifications for the two competing feeder aircraft … we 

shall forget airfreight for the time being, we have two otherwise absolutely identical aircraft, except 

for the passenger cabin systems, featuring 240 seats six abreast vs 199 seats five abreast : 

http://aviationweek.com/commercial-aviation/airbus-confirms-move-higher-capacity-a320-and-a321
http://media.wix.com/ugd/4f7666_8025416a5df54a55adc9aeaec3dd066e.pdf?dn=H21QR%2Bfor%2BLCC%2B199%2Bpax%2BSweet%2BSpot%2Bvs%2BA321%2Bhighest%2Bdensity.pdf
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Both aircraft have 3 Lavatories (whereof Spaceflex) and 2 half-width Galleys; the two lateral stowage 

bins of A321 weigh 400 kg more than H21QR’s center stowage bin unit; aero-seats (16G-proof) + 

seatback AVOD flat-screens + PSU + O2 mask + connectique (wiring, ducting, piping) average 18 

kg/seat, the additional Flight Attendant of A321 + her handbag + suitcase weighs 62 + 8 + 18 = 88 kg : 
 

OWE H21QR 43,500 kg + 199 x 18 kg    total  47,082 kg 

OWE A321 43,500 kg + 240 x 18 kg + 400 kg (**) + 88 kg total 48,308 kg       Δ = 1,226 kg (*) 
 

(*) excludes the weight impact of (a) delete 4 Type B EE doors 2+3L/2+3R; (b) insert new mid-cabin 

(over-wing) Type B EE doors 2Lbis/2Rbis + escape chutes ; (c) install dual CLS drives + cross-over gear 

plus (option) second cargo doors in fwd + aft cargo holds : here zero cargo is the provisional scenario. 

(**)  400 kg = a conservative estimate of the OWE penalty of A321’s dual hat-racks vs one for H21QR. 
 

We shall assume both aircraft operate on a given same “feeder route network”, with legs averaging 

90 minutes flight time for both aircraft but with ground turn-around time averaging 25 minutes for 

H21QR, taken to be 16.5 minutes quicker than the average TAT for A321 , summarized in the table : 
 

                           flight time ground TAT  trip time 

H21QR       90’       25’        115’ 

A321       90’       41.5’        131.5’ 
 

Let trip costs for A321 split as 45/20/35 (hourly/cyclic/fuel) wherefrom grosso modo 1,000 kg extra 

TOW impact upon trip-costs same as 72 seconds additional trip time … we infer that trip costs for 

H21QR over the same leg with the same passenger payload, but of 16.5 minutes shorter duration 

(saved in TAT, due to a more efficient twin aisle design), are 0.45 x (16.5/131.5) = 5.65 % cheaper : 
 

CASK of H21QR @ 199 seats …… “is equivalent to” ..…   CASK of A321 @ 211 seats (= 199/0.9435) 
 

However, to be fair play, the permanent employment on-board A321 of a 5th Flight Attendant (due to 

the seat count trespassing the ‘Sweet Spot’) equates (in CASK penalty) to 6 seats, wherefrom we say : 
 

CASK of H21QR @ 199 seats …… “is equivalent to” …… CASK of A321 @ 217 seats (= 211 + 6) 
 

Again however, the 1,226 kg heavier A321 on the same leg, with the same passenger payload, 

requiring a TOW of, say, 82,500 kg, will consume (1,226/82,500 =) 1.49 % more fuel (without 

counting the loop-iterated fuel consumed on top due to fuel burnt to carry extra fuel …), has a (fuel-

related) trip cost penalty of 0.35 x 0.015 = 0.5 % higher trip costs vs the lighter H21QR; in terms of 

CASK the impact 199/0.995 = 200 equates to ONE MORE SEAT in the A321; in fine we get 
  

[ H21QR (1+3+1) @ 199 pax ] ΞCASK [ A321 (3+3) @ 218 pax ] 
(rough   provisional  equivalence in terms of CASK on average feeder route networks) 

 

However, refer back to above-cited Pamphlet on same topic : as for her previous “236-seats-in-A321” 

utopia  born off Suzana Hrnkova’s wildest dreams  the 240 seat LOPA shall be de-substantiated as 

a fantasy, remotely close to any materially implementable cabin interior reality  present or future. 
 

Basis of this blunt negation ? : (a) too high value of L = 80 pax/lav, a perfect guarantee that recurrent 

‘toilet runs’ must occur ?; (b) actual length of the A321 cabin, of 56 “frames” or 56 x 21” = 1,176” 
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from fwd to aft cabin doorsills : deduct 20” + 10” + 36” (safety buffers) + 36” (extra toilet on one side 

in aft cabin) and divide by 40 rows and you get 26.85” (= Super-slim or Ultra-slim pitch ?!); this last 

point demonstrates our next point (c) necessarily, a 240 pax LOPA calls for deactivation (removal) of 

Type B exit doors 2R/2L, otherwise the pitch drops to 27” throughout; (d) this last fact commands a 

NEW cabin test (Emergency Evacuation), a challenging affair, given the intense cabin cramming : it 

seems unlikely that EASA will green-light 240 pax, ie the full target new EL ; (e) last but not least : G 

(Galley ratio) is symbolic if not inexistent   the weight of (1) additional galleys plus of (2) one more 

lavatory will authorize a second readjustment to 199 vs 221 pax of the H21QR-vs-A321 CASK 

equivalence, unavoidable if/as the A321 EL tentatively is further pushed into the 230 - 240 pax range.  
  

[ H21QR (1+3+1) @ 199 pax ] ΞCASK [ A321 (3+3) @ 221 pax ] 
(readjusted  final  equivalence in terms of CASK on average feeder route networks) 

 

Summing up : Airbus may well shoot for EL = 240 seats adopting for the sake of the Evacuation Test a 

fantasy LOPA @ 27” ultraslim featuring L = 80 (!) and G = near NIL (!), both irrelevant; realistically 

speaking, commercially installed A321 LOPAs won’t exceed  231 seats, whatever the new Exit Limit. 
 

Even 231 seats in A321 seems unrealistic, based upon “Saint Thomas’ Proof” : whilst the present exit 

limit is 220 pax, to-date, a handful operators only have actually installed 220 seats in the A321 cabin 

… Jetstar, Monarch, Thomas Cook, Air Méditerranée, TAM … are some; why ? Is the resulting APEX 

unacceptably promiscuous, oppressive, compromising the A321’s legendary conviviality or Safety ? 
 

Let us now compare the economics of the two aircraft. We assume both are deployed in the same 

market = same route network, apprx. same TODD (time-of-day-departures); the market is (in a 

simplistic  1st degree   analysis) not feeder type selective, but exclusively TODD/destination/price-

driven : if to a given A321 service offer on sector AB the market response is N pax, then an identical 

service offer with H21QR will trigger the same market response = the same N pax, however with 

saturation at the upper cabin limit, in accordance with the mechanism of the below Table 1 : 
         

                 H21QR CLF A321 CLF A321  CLF 

Market           LOPA 199 pax     EL 240 pax      LOPA  231 pax 

           < 189 pax     <  95 %  <  79 %  < 82 % 

199 pax       100 %      83 %     86 % 

209 pax  100 % (sat.)      87 %     90 %  strong markets 

219 pax  100 % (sat.)      91 %     95 %  strong markets 

229 pax  100 % (sat.)      95 %     99 %  strong markets 

(Table 1) 240 pax  100 % (sat.)     100 %           100 % (sat.)        peak-hour departure 
 

The above Table 1 shows that whenever  occasionally  the market is strong (e.g. at peak hour 

departures), vs the larger capacity of A321, with H21QR we reach cabin saturation, ie we’re repelling 

a certain number of passengers … Does this fact impact negatively upon sectorial yields ? To answer 

this question, let’s check whether charging more than 200 pax, all the way to maximum 240 pax, 

conveys any competitive edge to A321 vs H21QR ? Actually, we shall see it’s the other way round ! 
 

First, let’s assume there is no airfreight demand in the market ? “Think realistically” is how defenders 

of bulk-loaded aircraft usually qualify this assumption, OK, so let’s look at the two competing LOPAs 

with cold eyes : say, the demand supports a paxload of 179 for a given TODD (time-of-day departure) 
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… the respective CLF = 76 % for A321 vs 90.0 % for H21QR : who’s making more money ? Answer : 

clearly H21QR, because we carry same payload with a lighter aircraft, rotating faster at airports. Now 

say the demand raises to 189 pax : CLF = 79 % for A321 vs 95.0 % for H21QR … again, H21QR is 

making more money, for sure ! Revenues for 199 pax CLF = 83 % for A321 vs 100.0 % for H21QR are  
 

 RTODD A321 3+3 = 199 x ATP + zero cargo = 199 x ATP           (ATP = Average Ticket Price) 

RTODD H21QR 1+3+1 = (76 x 1.07 + 123 x 1.04) x ATP + zero cargo = 209 x ATP = + 5.2 % 
 

Above RTODD revenue-equations (where pay-freight has been left out provisionally) propose that for 

H21QR, in a refined  2nd degree  analysis, the 76 singles will fetch a (P.E.O.P.L.E.-generated) 7 % 

average ticket yield surplus vs the A321 3+3 alternative of lesser pax-appeal, whilst the 123 seats-

in-triples of H21QR will fetch a 4 % average ticket yield surplus vs ditto. These two factors combined 

give H21QR @ 199 seats the same cabin revenue-generating potential as an A321 @ 209 seats ! 

 

Only as from when TODD market demands exceed 210 pax CLF ≥ 87 %, the A321 starts collecting 

greater revenues vs H21QR  in theory ! We contend that things turn out otherwise : the pressure to 

find a seat onboard the more pax-appealing H21QR just increases, arming shroud H21QR Retail 

Psychologists for collecting (through their HQR-dedicated CRS-loop = P.E.O.P.L.E.) even higher ticket 

premiums ! Why ? Simply because for these high-time (rush hour) flights our passengers – always on 

a tight schedule – appreciate the “walk-in” boarding freedom of H21QR 1+3+1 : when all aisle-seat 

passengers are seated (that doesn’t take long), 80 % of the cabin traffic is cleared in the twin-aisle 

cabin, vs only 33 % for A321 3+3, with on top an adverse EMF (excuse-me factor) of 6 for the latter, 

vs only 0.5 (one half) for the former!  In the event of a late boarding A or F passenger this means 

havoc, the more so as already there’s no more stowage room available for the poor devil’s hand 

luggage … in the end the H21QR passengers will feel the relief of the push-back twelve to fifteen 

minutes before A321 ! And upon arrival, the happy H21QR passenger leisurely walks out with his 

carry-on luggage in safe control directly onto the next Flybus, gaining another fifteen minutes of 

precious time, a world of a difference in APEX & Well-Being  for which feeder travelers sure will pay ! 
 

But let’s assume the A321 is loaded to the brim, with 240 pax, why not … wherefrom trip costs 

deteriorate two-fold : (a) the ground turnaround time peaks to 61.5 minutes so hourly costs escalate 

0.45 x (20/131.5) = 6.8 %, resetting the CASK equivalence to 221/0.932 = 237 pax ; and (b) the weight 

of the aircraft reaches 48,308 kg OWE + 240 pax x 98 kg + 18,000 kg fuel = 89,828 kg TOW , vs 

previously 48,308 kg + 221 pax x 98 kg + 16,500 kg fuel = 86,466 kg, or 3,362 kg more, entailing an 

incremental trip cost (from the additional fuel consumption) of (3,362/86,466) x 0.35 = 1.36 %, this 

result extending the CASK equivalence to 221/0.9864 =224 vs 221 : we move the bookmark another 3 

seats away, from 237 to … 240 pax (NB excluding Δ fuelburn to carry fuel, plus Δ cyclic costs). CQFD ! 
 

[ H21QR (1+3+1) @ 199 pax ] ΞCASK [ A321 (3+3) @ 221 pax ] ΞCASK [ A321 (3+3) @ 240 pax ] 
 

Etape conclusion : throughout the full spectrum of utilization, the CASK for any given H21QR flight is 

 lower (by a small Δ) vs the CASK for the same flight with A321, at comparable seat pitch.  
 

H21QR (1+3+1) vs A321 (3+3) : the CASK challenger is H21QR 

 

If at this level there subsists w/Reader any doubt or discomfort with the above demonstration, to 

pacify Reader let’s take into consideration an H21QR exclusivity : KabinKino 25” x 44” video flat-
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screen IFE advertising, to be arranged as SFE (“Mobilier Urbain”, à la JC Decaux) through relevant 

Media contractors; the budgetary impact of such an installed facility is worth two Blind Passengers 

paying Y-class full fare tickets per each and every H21QR flight, a kind of negative trip cost item OK ? 
 

We’ve seen that on a CASK basis the A321 3+3  whatever the operator’s cabin interior service 

policy, from legacy LOPA all the way to LCC Ultra-slim with 240 seats @ 28” if relevant  is challenged 

by the smaller, quicker rotating twin aisle H21QR 1+3+1 fitted with a ‘Sweet Spot’ 199 seats @ 28”. 

The implication is that the H21QR feeder offer, inherently resilient vs A321, can compete for the 

passengers any TODD/any leg : the H21QR is in the market to stay, it is the perfect tool to open new 

routes, add frequencies, expand market share : its CASK bottom-line corners/underbids the A321’s ! 
 

Yet undeniably, there IS a difference, residing in size, of 240 vs 199 = 41 seats ! Prima facie, @ peak-

hour departures (CLF = 100 %), whether for Legacy or LCC, write the respective TODD revenue as 
 

RTODD A321 3+3 = 240 x ATP + zero cargo = 240 x ATP      (where ATP = average ticket price) 

RTODD H21QR 1+3+1 = 76 x 1.07 + 123 x 1.04 x ATP + zero cargo = 209 x ATP 

 

In order to collect the same trip revenue with H21QR, we need to sell our Single seats at a 25 % 

premium vs ATP, whereas the seats-in-a-triple must be sold at an overprice vs 3+3 ATP of 18 % : 
 

RTODD H21QR 1+3+1 = (76 x 1.25 + 123 x 1.18 + zero cargo) x ATP = 240 x ATP   CQFD. 

 

Such a big difference in the collected ticket prices for the H21QR cabin offer – even for peak-time 

departures  will not happen : the A321 (will cost more to fly, but) WILL collect higher revenues : 
 

Trip-Yield A321 = NPAX x ATP – (KABC + NPAX x ZABC) = NPAX x (ATP – ZABC)  KABC 0   ≤  NPAX  ≤  240 

Trip-Yield H21QR = ѱ(N’PAX, ATP) – (K’ABC + N’PAX x Z’ABC)    0   ≤  N’PAX  ≤  199 
 

CASKA321 = (KABC + NPAX x ZABC)/(NPAX x D) = KABC/(NPAX x D) + ZABC/D 

CASKH21QR = (K’ABC + N’PAX x Z’ABC)/(N’PAX x D) = K’ABC/(N’PAX x D) + Z’ABC/D 
 

Above assertion of a generic CASK equivalence throughout, imply that CASK = ϕ(NPAX), a decreasing 

function of NPAX that levels out horizontally for 190 ≤ NPAX ≤ 240, so for all purposes the relation holds 

   

CASKA321 for 221 pax  Ξ  CASKA321 for 240 pax  Ξ  CASKH21QR for 199 pax Ξ  some apprx. constant, “θ” 
 

Apply this relation to our peak-hour test case and we get (eliminating the constant D) : 
 

KABC/221 +ZABC  =  ḴABC/240 +ẔABC  = K’ABC/199 +Z’ABC     θ x D 
 

About costs, for a given TODD, we get CASKH21QR = CASKA321 = θ, wherefrom Trip Cost for H21QR is 199 

x θD vs 240 x θD for A321; it follows that Trip Yield is 240 x (ATP  θD) for A321 vs 209 x ATP – 199 x 

θD for H21QR … Consequently, Trip Yields converge when ATP is nearing 1.32 θD … if less, eg if ATP 

= θD (A321 flies at its break-even point), we’ll find H21QR still makes a nice net revenue contribution.  
 

In highly retributive markets where ATP ≥ 1.5 θD, Yields (at peak hours) of A321 vs H21QR differ as : 
 

Δ Yield = YA321  YH21QR = 240 ATP  240 θD  209 ATP  199 θ  = 31 ATP  41 θD 
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The above equation is anecdotic, indicative only, more than any ‘hard fact’ … we show this relation to 

pin-point that even in the absence of freight revenues + even for peak hour departures when both 

aircraft are packed full, it is not any given fact that the A321 will produce higher revenues vs H21QR ! 

 

Accounting for the impact of scheduled line airfreight 
 

Remarkably, whether with the current A32X Series’ “Enhanced” interior (cabin carry-on volume = 407 

cuft total in A321 or only 1.7 cuft/pax in Hrnkova’s latest 240-pax configuration) or with the ISIS 

(Zodiac Aerospace) cabin interior option, @ peak-hour ( 100 %) cabin load-factors, EIGHT out of the 

total ten available underbelly AKH container positions are requisitioned for CIL (checked-in luggage), 

leaving only two AKH free to carry pay-freight. This compares with a total 582 cuft cabin overhead 

stowage volume for the carry-on-friendlier H21QR or 2.92 cuft/pax = 68 % better, whereby six (!!) 

AKH are left free to carry pay-freight ; this difference thrifty operators will turn into extra revenue ! 
 

Let us take a detailed look at how CIL requisition of underbelly AKH builds up with cabin factor CLF : 
 

We start out from the standard A321 layout of 198 pax @ 32” seat pitch : cabin carry-on volume is 

407 cuft or 2.045 cuft/pax ; six AKH are used for CIL , or 6 x 127 cuft = 762 cuft, or CIL = 3,85 cuft/pax. 
 

Compare said A321 with H21QR accommodating 179 pax @ 30’ seat pitch : total volume of personal 

items (ClL + carry-on) amounts to (2.045 + 3.85) x 179 = 1,055 cuft ; these items we accept as carry-

on luggage (COL) @ 582 cuft + CIL @ 473 cuft, requiring 473/127 = 3.72  4 AKH positions underdeck. 
 

Conclusion : two extra AKH positions were freed for pay-freight, total 6 AKH in H21QR vs only 4 AKH 

in A321 … now let’s apply the same COL vs CIL logic in the context of high-density LCC operations :  
 

Market            A321 240 pax @ 28’’/COL max = 407 cuft      H21QR 199 pax @ 28’’/COL max = 582 cuft 

< 69 pax        1 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin    1 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin 

70 – 91          2 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin    1 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin 

92 – 112        3 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin    1 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin 

113 – 155      4 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin    2 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin 

156 – 177      5 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin    3 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin 

178 – 198      6 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin    4 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin 

199 – 220      7 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin                       (not applicable) 

221 – 240      8 AKH with CIL, the rest as COL in the cabin                          (not applicable)           (Table 2) 
 

Nota Bene : in the above table we have deliberately overseen the aft bulk hold  of volume 208 cuft  

= 1.64 times an AKH  this hold may be used as a buffer to accommodate last-minute cargo or CIL ! 
 

    R24h A321 3+3 = (240 x CLFSA + (2, 3 or 4) x FLFcu x ULD/ϕ) x NLSA (resp. x NSSA) x ATP 

R24h H21QR 1+3+1 = (76 x 1.07 + 123 x 1.04 x CLFH + 6 x FLFfc x ULD/ϕ) x NLH (resp. x NSH) x ATP 
 

Above R24h revenue-equations  apart from accounting for the effect of product differentiation upon 

main deck revenue  propose that single-aisle A321 applies the ‘Crazy Uncle’ neglected or distracted 

airfreight marketing policy with a resulting low FLFcu of 50 %, whereas twin-aisle H21QR applies the 

much more aggressive ‘First Concubine’ airfreight marketing policy, achieving FLFfc = 100 %; whether 

or not H21QR will achieve a freight yield boost on top is debatable, we’ll assume not, conservatively. 
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The HQR cabin proposal  of smaller size and with superior pax-appeal vs A321  will attract a cabin 

load factor four points better in average, rising from average 0.79 for 3+3 to 0.83 for HQR 1+3+1. 
 

So much for Main Deck … back to lower deck : “ULD” is the volume in cuft of the Unit Loading Device 

in use, eg AKH, LD3-45, pallets … for AKH, ULD = 127 cuft. ϕ is the revenue equivalence conversion 

factor between cargo and pax, its value depends on the nature of the cargo, on leg AB, TODD, etc … 

meaningful market values for ϕ are in the range 8.3 <  ϕ  <  15, with 12.7 cuft = typical value for eg 

ISPF (itemized, small, packaged freight) meaning that carrying 12.7 cuft of ISPF we’ll collect the same 

revenue as YCff net (one Y-class pax, paying economy tariff full fare) ; … in fine, setting ULD/ϕ = 10 : 
 

R24h A321 3+3 = (240 x CLFSA +4, 3 or 2 x 0.50 x 10) x NLSA (resp. x NSSA) x ATP 

R24h H21QR 1+3+1 = (76 x 1.07 + 123 x 1.04 x CLFH + 6 x 1.00 x 10) x NLH (resp. x NSH) x ATP 
 

Remains to be discussed the 24h (daily) productivity, based on a non-curfew lapse of 17 hours from 

06h:00 till 23h:00 and with a schedule slack of 60’ : we’ll assume equal loads for the competing two 

aircraft : TOW A321 = 48,308 kg + 98 kg x NPAX+ 1,134 kg x (1, 1.5 or 2) + fuel = (for 240 pax) 72,962 + 

fuel vs TOW H21QR = 47,802 kg + 98 kg x N’PAX + 1,134 x 6 = (for 199 pax) 74,108 kg + fuel, or Δ = 

1,146 kg or 1.3 % vs a TOW of 88 t  which is kif-kif. Therefore we’ll assume identical flight time and 

trip fuel; for the ground rotations, we’ll set (as a proposition, debatable) the airport slot time to 61.5’ 

for A321 vs 31.5’ for H21QR wherefrom we calculate with the equation 960’ =  NLSA – 1) x 61.5’ +  

NLSA x 90’ (for ‘L’onger feeder route networks), giving NLSA = max 6 flights in each 24h-period, vs the 

equation 960’ =  NLH – 1) x 31.5’ +  NLH x 90’, which gives NLH = 8 flights in each 24h-period !! For 

‘S’horter feeder networks (average flight time = 60’), the results are NSSA = 8 (resp.  NSH = 10) !! 
 

We find that our revenue-comparison does not depend on the average ticket price ATP ; furthermore 

it is clear that H21QR has the advantage up to markets of 199 pax or below. Let us play with freight 

assumptions in different pax markets, of NPAX = 199 pax, 209 pax, 219 pax, 229 pax and 240 pax : 

 

                      ………………. A321………………………               …………………..H21QR………………………….. 

Market      AKH cargo  RPAX      RFREIGHT   NL    R24h          AKH cargo   RPAX         RFREIGHT    NL      R24h 

< 199 pax     4 AKH   199 ATP  40 ATP   6   1,434 ATP   6 AKH   209 ATP    60 ATP     8    2,152 ATP 

200-209       3 AKH   209 ATP  30 ATP   6   1,434 ATP 6 AKH   209 ATP    60 ATP     8    2,152 ATP 

210-219       3 AKH   219 ATP  30 ATP   6   1,446 ATP 6 AKH   209 ATP    60 ATP     8    2,152 ATP 

220-229       2 AKH   229 ATP  20 ATP   6   1,446 ATP  6 AKH   209 ATP    60 ATP     8    2,152 ATP 

230-240       2 AKH   240 ATP  20 ATP   6   1,560 ATP 6 AKH   209 ATP    60 ATP     8    2,152 ATP 

 

  240            2 AKH   240 ATP  20 ATP   1      260 ATP 6 AKH   199 ATP    60 ATP     1       259 ATP 

           (Table 3) 

 

To illustrate the absolute resilience of H21QR vs A321, in last separate line we show RTODD A321 vs 

RTODD H21QR without the supposed effect of Product Differentiation, only with freight, and without 

the penalty of “Crazy Uncle” freight strategy : revenues are strictly identical on a TODD basis, CQFD ! 
 

The above Table 3 itself shows peak-hour revenues for paxloads ranging from 199 pax to 240 pax for 

A321, vs 199 pax for H21QR (cabin limit, CLF = 100 %) … Table 3 highlights that the projected 24h-

revenues are from 35 % to 50 % better for the twin-aisle feeder solution, mostly due to the higher 
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daily productivity from the much more efficient airport ground rotations, partly due also to good use 

of the H21QR’s better pay-freight potential + product differentiation + cabin pax-appeal. 
  

In terms of 24h NET yield, if C24h =  (Hourlyi +Cyclici + Fueli) + NSOC  are the costs of operating all 

legsi in a day, then H21QR spends Cyclic7 + Fuel7 + Cyclic8 + Fuel8 on top of whatever were the costs 

for A321 ; the extra cargo activity also occasions additional costs. Mark, the summations of hourly 

personnel costs add up to proportional figures for the two competing airlines, each one´s operative 

personnel having worked for the same active period … NB : in proportion to the respective cabin 

crew complements ! : whereas the H21QR cabin with 199 seats hits MOL’s famous ‘sweet spot‘, 

Hrnkova’s 240-seater needs extra cabin personnel, incrementing the DOC of the A321 vs H21QR. 
 

If going down into more details encore, subdivide Hourlyi into hourly costs function of merely time 

(eg personnel costs) vs those function of the actual flight time of the aircraft, of 6 x 90’ for A321 vs 8 

x 90’ for H21QR ; in a comparably detailed register, NSOC (Night Stop-Over Costs) are not strictly 

identical, as eg cabin crew per diem and hotel costs are less for H21QR vs A321. Concerning NSOC, in 

this document we call for expert web-assistance to dissect and correctly impute feeder aircraft NSOC. 
 

We found out this : if flight crew FC and cabin crew CC get the same night stop-over compensation 

package , A321’s crew complement = 2 FC + 5 CC = 7 vs H21QR’s one = 2 FC +  4 CC = 6; now next 

day, H21QR does 8 flights whereas A321 does only 6 flights. Crew-NSOC/trip therefore amount to : 
 

  H21QR  : crew-related NSOC/trip = 6 /8 = 0.75  = 64.3 %    ( = 100 %) 

 A321     :  crew-related NSOC/trip = 7 /6 = 1.17  = 100 %     ( = 155.56 %) 
 

Concerning other revenue categories (CIL, COL (= ancillaries), frills, IFEC, …) the situation at large is 

either systematically favorable to H21QR vs A321 or neutral : frills sales for example depend mostly 

on the psychological nature of the passenger-to-FA direct interface, with much better empathy at 

play in the 1+3+1 configuration than for 3+3, with on top more time to serve the passengers. 
  

The above examples are displayed only to comfort observers hereof that if H21QR gives 41 less seats 

vs Hrnkova’s proposal, in the reality of actual LCC service, or for feeder service in general, the yield 

challenger is the twin-aisle feeder H21QR, not Airbus’ A321 … a paradox come true ? Not really, 

here’s no trick : if you can fly 33% more trips per day and if doing this you win 3550 % more revenue 

whilst cabin crews are proportioned 5:4, it has to show up in your Yields at the end of the day ! 
 

The H21QR vs A321 Cargo Story is overdone, you’ll object ?! Not at all, our Cargo Story holds : if an 

LCC kicks out 41 seats to shorten ground rotations plus to free six out of his ten underbelly AKH 

positions with in mind to accept additional pay-freight, you’d expect that LCC do something about 

their line freight strategy, in a way to compensate the lost revenues on main deck : They are 

genuinely interested in airfreight, whilst the LCC with A321 ostentatiously elects to sardine-pack 

their passengers  the more the better – unreasonably many, given the limited cabin stowage, letting 

check in underdeck more hand-baggage than is warranted, spinning umbilical strings to the aircraft’s 

underbelly in utter disregard of travelers’ frustration who now need to queue at check-in counters or 

redelivery belts, envying the much more pleasant airport “walk-in/walk-out” travel experience of 

fellow travelers opting to fly with the H21QR – clearly that other LCC are unconcerned by airfreight, 

it’s their choice ! The choice of the H21QR vs A321 feeder types stigmatizes in the adoption of 

different   ‘Crazy Uncle’ vs ‘First Concubine’  line airfreight strategies.                 CQFD ! 
 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/4f7666_b1cbd7c31a22041dcdc00163a75903cf.pdf?dn=Night%2BStop-Over%2BCosts%2B-%2Bcall%2Bfor%2Bexpert%2Bwebassistance.pdf


A321 3+3 vs H21QR 1+3+1 in LCC super-slim @ 28" 
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CONCLUSION : 
 

On the onset asked to be “realistic”, I’d conclude: the greater cabin Exit Limit (NB, not to be confused 

with “cabin capacity” !) of A321 beyond today’s 220 pax is a mere “Paper Tiger”… in the real world of 

airline operations, even in the worlds of Charter companies or LCC, an A321 3+3 @ 240 pax is at 

most an entertaining fairy-tale, a mirage : of current A321 operators, how many actually installed 220 

seats  the current exit limit of this type ? E.g., the aisle pax density would drop to 0.62 sq.ft/pax  

the same measure for H21QR is 240 % better vs A321  wherefore pushing up the seat count for the 

same cabin floor surface to 240 clearly doesn’t make sense, such a configuration would kill the A321 

from excessive cabin density, unbearable aisle jamming, excuse-me havoc, improper Lavatory 

coefficient, lack of Galley volume, what’d you expect ? So why is Fabrice Brégier running these days, 

what is the purpose of Suzana Hrnkova’s endeavours ? Simply this : they both know the A321 needs 

all the extra seats it can get to withstand being pitched vs H21QR but let’s face it : forget their 240 

seats, it is merely sand-in-the-eyes, a provocation, Airbus are getting nowhere near that score ! 
 

We have established full economic resilience of H21QR vs A321 in a ‘zero cargo’ scenario; we have 

also shown 240 seats is an exaggeration … only in Hrnkova’s dreams will she be taken seriously : one 

cannot hope to pack down passengers pitch-wise to a paroxysm without giving something back in 

compensation in terms of Well-Being, transversally speaking  which validates the equivalence axiom 

  

[ HQR (1+3+1) @ 28" pitch ] ΞAPEX [ classic (3+3) @ 30" pitch ] 
(equivalence in terms of APEX = passenger perception of “comfort” + "freedom" = cabin Well-Being) 
 

Summing up : non obstante  deterring  Hrnkova’s mystification, the correct capacity gap H21QR vs 

A321 @ highest practical cabin density ends up near below 20 seats; we’ve used Δ = 19 seats before! 
 

Based on this rectification, with/without line freight revenues from Lower Deck, with/without the 

revenue complement of Product Differentiation on Main Deck, H21QR (ceo or NEO)  on a per trip or 

per 24h basis  proves a resilient Yield Challenger vs A321 (ceo or NEO), establishing the end-user-

friendly TAO (Twin Aisle Option) as the optimal contemporary feeder, legitimately restoring cabin 

safety, service ergonomics and passenger Well-Being aspirations at the very center of feeder service 

strategy decision-making, in full harmony with  equally legitimate  operator business objectives. 

Indeed, if the trip cost side of the Trip Yield equation weighs markedly in favor of H21QR (from the 

quicker airport rotations) and if on top in terms of Trip Revenue H21QR has nothing to envy A321, 

whatever the market context, then obviously the preferred feeder solution is H2XQR Series, CQFD !  

 

Toulouse, 1st June  2014 
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